Abstract. Single-step discretization methods are considered for equations of the form u, + Au = f(t, u), where A is a linear positive definite operator in a Hubert space H. It is shown that if the method is consistent with the differential equation then the convergence is essentially of first order in the stepsize, even if the initial data v are only in H, but also that, in contrast to the situation in the linear homogeneous case, higher-order convergence is not possible in general without further assumptions on v.
1. Introduction. We shall begin by recalling some results concerning the discretization in time of the linear homogeneous equation u, + Au = 0 for t > 0, u, = au/dt,
where A is a selfadjoint positive definite operator in a Hubert space H (cf., e.g., Baker , Bramble and Thomée [1] ).
Let r(z) be a rational function having no poles for z > 0, and define an approximate solution Un at t = /" = nk, where k is the time step, by Un+x = r(kA)Un for« = 0,1,2,..., U0 = v.
Assume that the approximation is of order p with p > 1, or (1.2) r(z) = e~z+ 0(zp+1) as z -» 0, and also that the method is stable in the sense that \r(z) | < 1 for z > 0.
Then one may show the "smooth data" error estimate
||Î4~ "('ON Ckp\\APV\\ fori;e D(A>>).
This follows easily from spectral representations and the fact that under our assumptions \r(z)" -e-"z\^Cz" forz>0.
In applications, the requirement v e D(AP) is quite restrictive. For example, if A is associated with an elliptic partial differential operator in a domain ü c Rd, it demands not only smoothness of the initial data, but also that they satisfy certain compatibility conditions at the boundary 3S2 for t = 0. However, under the stronger stability assumption (1.3) |r(z)|<l forz > 0, and|r(oo)|< 1, one can also show the "nonsmooth" data error estimate (1.4) ||£/B-«(tJ||<a'V||i;|| for v e H, t" > 0.
This follows again by spectral arguments from \r(z)" -e-"z\^ Cn~p for z ^ 0, and shows that even with v only in H, the 0(kp) convergence is retained for ¡" > 0.
It follows also that for 0 < q < p the intermediate estimates hold.
The question we want to address below is to what extent these error estimates with reduced regularity assumptions carry over to semilinear equations. Thus assume that f(t, u) is a smooth function on J X H, where / = (0, T] with T < oo, and consider the semilinear problem u. + Au =f (t,u) for tej, (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) ' u(0) = v.
For its approximate solution we will investigate in Section 2 single-step discretization schemes of the form Un+l = r(kA)Un + kF(k,tn,Un)
for tn e J, U0 = v, where r(z) satisfies (1.2) with p = 1 and F(k, t, v) is chosen to be consistent with (1.6) in a sense to be made precise below. As an example of such schemes, consider the standard first-order backward Euler scheme defined by (1.7) Um+1 = (/ + kA)'lUn + k(I + kA)'lf(tn+l,U"+x),
or the linearized version (1.8) U"+x = (7 + kA)~lUn + k(I + kAylf(tn,Un),
where in the first case F(k, tn, Un) is defined implicitly by (1.7). We shall be able to show (Theorem 1) that for such schemes \\U"~u(tn)\\^Ckt-nl\og-^ for tnej, where C depends on an upper bound for ||u||, so that for first-order schemes the estimate (1.4) essentially remains valid in the semilinear case.
In Section 3 we briefly recall the definitions and basic properties of Runge-Kutta methods (cf., e.g., Crouzeix [2] ) and show that our result above applies to such methods. In Section 4 we shall then demonstrate that, more surprisingly, it is not in general possible to generalize the higher-order estimate (1.4) with p > 1 to semilinear equations. This will be done by exhibiting a simple system of the form (1.6) such that, for any choice of a Runge-Kutta method satisfying (1.3), and any t e J, we have limsup \\U" -u(t") || > ck withe = c(t) > 0.
We shall then proceed, in Section 5, within the framework of Runge-Kutta methods satisfying (1.3), to show (Theorem 2) that if the method is accurate of order p, with order p -1 for the intermediate equations (cf. Section 5), then, if uU)(t) are bounded for j < p together with tuip)(t), f(t, u(t))u\ j < p, and tf(t, u(t))(p), we have \\U" -u(tn)\\ < C^(/>g^ +(log^)2) for tn e J, which is thus an analogue of (1.5) with q = 1. Again, in practice, these assumptions will require certain compatibility conditions at r = 0. These investigations are in a sense a continuation of work by Johnson, Larsson, Thomée and Wahlbin [3] concerning finite element type discretization with respect to the space variables of semilinear parabolic equations, and as we shall see below, our present results may be combined with those of [3] to yield error bounds for completely discrete schemes. The fact that the nonsmooth data error estimates for the linear homogeneous equation do not generalize to the semilinear problem for higher-order methods was shown in the case of semidiscretization in space in [3] by a counterexample, which was the starting point of this work. 
where A is a selfadjoint positive definite operator in a Hubert space H and where f(t,u) has values in H and is continuous and bounded together with its first-order derivatives with respect to t and u for (t,u) e J x H. This problem has a unique solution on J for v e H, which satisfies the integral equation
where E(t) is the semigroup generated by -A. This semigroup is analytic, since by spectral representation t\\AE(t)v\\^sMtze-'z)h\\=C\\v\\, which we may consider extended to the subspace V of H defined by the norm H^H^ = a(v, v)l/2. We may then write our differential equation in weak form
We obtain by differentiation with respect to t, which is legitimate since the equation obtained is linear in «,, with bounded coefficients, 
Note that the latter condition follows from (2.5) in the finite-dimensional case if F is Lipschitz continuous with respect to k. Observe also that (2.6) implies
We are now ready to state and prove the main result of this section. Theorem 1. Assume for the difference scheme (2.4) that Ek = r(kA), where r satisfies (1.2) with p = 1 and (1.3), and that (2.6) and (2.7) hold. Then there is a constant C = C(p) such that for tne J \\U" -«(*") || < C * log^-+ *(log^±¿) J forveHwith ||o||< p.
The constant C depends, in addition to p, only on bounds for f,f,,fu and on the constants of (2.6) and (2.7) and is independent of the particular choice of the Hilbert space H and the positive definite operator A.
Proof. We find at once U" = E"kv + kZ Erl-JF{k,tj,Uj).
For the exact solution we may write similarly, with L = (t, tj+x) and un = u(tn),
so that for the error, en = U" -un,
We write this latter expression in the form DnJ(s) = Er^iFik^Uj) -F{k,tj,uj))
We now proceed to estimate these five terms for s e !.. We first have, by the stability of Ek and (2.6), IM<C||u/.-«J=C||e,||.
For the second term we note that (1.4) may be written (2.10)
\{Enk-E(tn))v\^Cj\\v\\ for,">0, and we conclude, by (2.8),
làjA^C--for y * it-1.
ln-\-j
Since dn_x2 = 0 we may write llrf;,2II <-forO <y < n -1. "-j
For the third term we use the consistency condition (2.7), the analyticity of E(t) and Lemma 1 to obtain for 0 < j < n -1,
For j = 0 and n -1 we find easily by the boundedness of F and /, K3||<c = cf <c-^-, 'l »l'n so that we may write
UjA<Cr-r----+ -, 0<y<«-l.
For the fourth term we have
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use and, since d0A is bounded, 365 Finally,
where we have used the analyticity of E(t) and the fact that e-(.tJ+1-s)z z>0
Again,
Altogether we have thus from (2.9), using (2.10) to estimate the first term, for = c (Alog¥+t(log¥n, which completes the proof of the theorem. As our first example we consider the linearized modification of the backward Euler scheme defined in (1.8). Here,
and it is clear from our assumption on / that (2.6) is satisfied. Further, we note that
and hence \\A-l(F(k,t,<p)-f(t,<p))\\*iCk, so that (2.7) holds even without the term \\A<p\\. For schemes with this property the result of Theorem 1 is in fact valid without the term Ck(\og(tn+x/k))2. Turning now to the standard backward Euler scheme, we have here
where ^ = ^(9) is obtained from the nonlinear equation
It is clear by the contraction mapping theorem that this equation has a unique solution ^ for small k and that ^ depends Lipschitz continuously on <p. Obviously, again (2.6) is satisfied for this scheme. As for (2.7), we havê -(p = <ff -(I + kA)'\ -(I + kA)~lkA<p = k(I + kA)'lf(t + k,*)-(l + kA)~lkA<p, and thus ||*-<p||< Ck{\ +Mg>||).
Further, F(k,t,9) -f(t,<p) = (I + kA)-\f(t + k,*) -/(, + k,<p))
-(I + kA)~ikAf(t,<p) and hence, since A~l is bounded, \\A~1(F(k,t,<p)-f(t,<p))\\^ C||*-«p||+C*< Ck{\ +M<p||), which is the desired estimate. The above result may be applied to parabolic problems which have already been discretized in the space variables. For instance, for concreteness, consider the case that H = L2(ü), where ß is a domain with smooth boundary in Rd, where A = -A, with D(A) = Hl(Sl) n H2(ü), and where f(t, u) is generated by a smooth function f(x,t,u) on S2 xJ X R which is bounded together with its first-order derivatives with respect to t and u. Now let Sh c //¿(fi) consist of continuous, piecewise linear functions on a partitioning of ß into simplices and let uh: J -> Shbe defined by where P0 denotes the orthogonal L2-projection onto Sh. From [3] it is known that, if vh = P0v, the error in this space discretization satisfies h2 t \\uh(t) -w(?)|| < C(p)-logfor all o e L2(Q) with ||u||< p, t h where h is the maximal diameter of the simplices of the partitioning. Our above analysis applies to this situation and yields estimates which are uniform in h. In fact, if / is as above, then P0f(x,t,u) generates a function J X Sh3 (t, uh) -* P0f(-,t, uh) e Sh which satisfies our above assumptions with respect to the Hubert space defined by Sh equipped with the norm of L2(ti). For instance, the derivative of this function with respect to u applied to w e Sh is P0 (fu(-,t,u) ■ w) e Sh, which is clearly bounded in the L2-norm, uniformly in h. Also, if vh = P0v and ||f|| < p, we have ||i;A|| < ||u|| < p and hence Theorem 1 implies that for a completely discrete solution obtained by discretization in time of (2.12 ) by a scheme of the above type, and with vh = P0v, we have
for v e L2(ß) with ||ü|| < p.
We remark that in interesting applications of the type just described it is generally the case that / and fu are unbounded for u e R so that, as u is not necessarily bounded when u e L2(Q), the above analysis does not apply. However, it is then often the case that by some independent argument, for instance by a maximum principle, the exact solution is known to be uniformly bounded in modulus by some constant M, say, in some interval J = [0, T], if the initial data are bounded, and that thus the values of f(x, t, u) for \u\ > M do not influence the exact solution of (2.1). One can then modify / for these values of u in such a way that our assumptions become valid, thus changing the equation (2.1) without changing its solution for the initial data under consideration.
With F(k,t,u) based on the modified function, our assumptions (2.6) and (2.7) may remain valid. Note that this procedure might lead to a different discrete solution than the one based on the original /. Similarly, such a modification would change the semidiscrete equation (2.11) and thus also the totally discrete solution based on (2.12).
3. Runge-Kutta Methods. We recall (cf., e.g., [2] for details) that a Runge-Kutta method for the initial value problem •'O y-l respectively, and we shall always assume that the latter is exact for constants, so that m (3.3) I.bj-1.
The method is implicit unless s/ is strictly lower triangular. í/"+1 = l/" + *£ ftyMti,,-+f(t"j,Unj)).
= 1
We shall assume that s/ has no eigenvalues ay with a, < 0 so that, in particular, the method is implicit and / + zs/ is nonsingular for z > 0. We set where the rational functions of kA are defined by spectral representation and thus, by the above, are all bounded linear operators on H. Henceforth we shall restrict ourselves, as earlier in Section 2, to schemes such that r(z) satisfies the strong stability property (1.3). Recall also that the method is accurate of order p, and, in particular, that (1.2) holds, if (3.1) and (3.2) are exact for polynomials of degree p -2 and p -1, respectively (cf. [2, p. 12]). For p = 1 this reduces to the condition (3.3).
Since f(t,<p) is Lipschitz continuous with respect to <p, it is easy to see that the nonlinear system (3.6) has a unique solution (UnX,..., Unm) for U" given, and that it depends Lipschitz continuously on Un. We may thus write our method in the form We show that this method satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1. In fact, (2.6) is obvious and it remains only to consider (2.7). We write (kA) -l\Lqj(kA)-l\f < Ck.
Together, these estimates complete the proof that the Runge-Kutta methods under consideration satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 1.
4. The counterexample. We shall now show that, at least for methods of RungeKutta type, the estimate of Theorem 1 is essentially best possible. For this purpose we introduce the unidimensional parabolic system We note that by the maximum principle ||ü(0IIl <q) lS nonincreasing and hence u(t) is uniformly bounded on J for all w with a common uniform bound.
We consider now the discrete solution (U",V") of (4.1), (4.2), defined by a Runge-Kutta method as described above. We shall show that for no t e J is it possible to find C = C(t) such that the error, measured in the norm in L2(0,7r)2, is bounded by Ckek with ek -> 0 as k -» 0, for all w with ||w||L < 1, say. More precisely, we shall show that there is a positive constant c such that for initial data of the form w = sin Nx with TV = 1,2,... it is possible to find associated sequences {nN} and {kN} with nNkN = t such that the error in the »-component satisfies Similarly, we have for the corresponding discrete problem, using the Runge-Kutta method, with our above notation, Vn = r(kN2)"sin Nx for t" e J, and thus also But for large z, s-(z) = 0(z~l) so that, by letting z tend to infinity, we obtain |r(oo)| = 1, contrary to our hypothesis. This completes the proof. We note that the right-hand side of (4.1) is not bounded for v e R so that, formally, the assumptions of Section 2 are not satisfied for (4.1), (4.2). However, both |u(OI an<3 W"\ are bounded by 1 and |K",.| by K = max,sup2>0|i,(z)|. Hence only the values of the right-hand side for \v\ < K enter the calculations, and we may replace v2 by a smooth function f(v) which satisfies our previous conditions and agrees with v2 for \v\ < K, without changing either the exact or the approximate solutions.
5. A Higher-Order Result for a Class of Runge-Kutta Methods. Although for initial data in H it was only possible, above, to show an essentially first-order error estimate, it may still be possible to do better for initial data which are more regular, but not regular enough for optimal order estimates to hold uniformly down to / = 0. In this section we shall show a 0(kp) error estimate for a Runge-Kutta type method based on quadrature formulas of orders p -1 for the intermediate points and p for the whole interval, and for the case that u{p) and f(t, u)(p) are of order 0(f_1) for small t.
Theorem 2. Let Un be the discrete solution of (2.1) by a Runge-Kutta scheme satisfying (1.3) and for which the quadrature values (3.1) and (3.2) are exact for all polynomials of degree p -2 andp -1, respectively. Then there is a constant C = C(p) such that H^-^iJII^C^I^log^+flog^)2) fortneJ if,withq)(t)=f(t,u(t)), (5.1) max( max (||m0)||, \\<pU)\\), t\\uip)\\, t\\<p(p)\\) < p.
\jip-i I
The constant C is independent of the particular choice of the Hilbert space H and the positive definite operator A.
Proof. Let us introduce the error functional for the quadrature formulae (3.1) and (3.2), transformed to the interval /", i.e., Therefore, since «, is bounded in H, we obtain from (5.7)
||",2Nil«,lk<û)ll",II < C\\Au,|| < C\\u" 11+ C.
Multiplication of (5.8) by r2«,, and integration over fi gives 1 d 1 tu  ll2\  911  II2  ^ ?/ll  II2  II  \\\  II  II2 2^1' II««II ) + t llv"»H <° (ll"«H +ll«»ll) + 'll"«ll <a||M"||2 + c, and hence í2||m"||2 < C¡' s\\u,tf ds + C.
Multiplication of (5.7) by tuH and integrating gives similarly / s|k,|| ds < C \ ||v«,|| ds+C, and using instead (5.7) multiplied by «, we have finally (' \\vu,\\2ds ^ C7|| wr(0) l|2 + c< C||At;||2 + C < C.
Together, our estimates show the boundedness of tuu in H. We also have for <p(t) = f(t, u(t)) that <p and <p' = /, + fuu, are bounded. Finally, in order to see that i<p" is bounded, we note that by the above, ll<P"|| = ||/" + 2/uf«r+ /""«? +/"«"|< C(||«"||+ i) < cr\
The assumptions of Theorem 2 are thus satisfied with p -2, and we conclude that for such methods |k"-u(/J||<C(p)^(i;1log^ + (log^i)2) iflAoflcp.
The same method can be applied to the discretization in time of the equation obtained from (5.6) by discretization in space. Consider for example, as in Section 2, the semidiscrete equation It is easy to show that the error in the semidiscrete solution is then bounded as IK(0-"(0||<C(p)A2 forAw^p, and we also conclude by Lemma 1 that uh and uh, are bounded in L2(ß) with Av. The same arguments as above will then show that tuhn is bounded in L2(ñ), uniformly in h, provided only that the analogue of (5.9) is valid in the present situation, namely ||7xlk(Q)< c||xll, and it remains to estimate (Th -T)x, the error in the elliptic problem with right-hand side x-By well-known error and regularity estimates for the elliptic problem (cf. Schatz and Wahlbin [4] ) and an inverse estimate to estimate the norm of x in Hl/2+e(il) by that in L2(ß), we have with 0 < e < \, IK7* -7,)x||l"(^)< Clog-r inf \\Tx ~ xlk(ß*)< Chlog-r\\Tx\\KiQ) < Chiog-\\Tx\\H^'(S¡) ^ CAlog^HxlU1/2*«^)
< c/t^-nogi ix || < c||xl|.
Together, our estimates show (5.10) and thus complete the proof that tuh u is bounded. As above, it follows that <ph = P0f(-,t,u) is bounded together with <p'n and tyh\ uniformly in h, and we conclude by Theorem 2 for the completely discrete solution U" obtained by discretization in time of (2.12) that t \U"-u(t")\\^C(p){h2 + k .
-ll_"n + l , , 'n + l '" l0g-7-+ logk for v e D(A) with ||Au||< p.
For methods which are higher-order in space, a higher power of h may be obtained in combination with some negative power of tn.
We close by exhibiting two examples of methods which satisfy our assumptions with p = 2 (cf. [2] ). First let 
